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Abstract:
When exploring a virtual environment, realism depends mainly on two factors: realistic images and
real-time feedback (motions, behaviour etc.). In this context, photo realism and physical validity of
computer generated images required by emerging applications, such as advanced e-commerce, still
impose major challenges in the area of rendering research whereas the complexity of lighting
phenomena further requires powerful and predictable computing if time constraints must be attained.
In this technical report we address the state-of-the-art on rendering, trying to put the focus on
approaches, techniques and technologies that might enable real-time interactive web-based client-
server rendering systems. The focus is on the end-systems and not the networking technologies used
to interconnect client(s) and server(s).
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1. Introduction
Visualisation provides additional insights to results which would otherwise be displayed as text or numbers [1].
It is a form of communication which is universal, and which has the ability to form an abstraction of the real
world into a graphical representation which is comprehensible to a wide range of people. The society is
becoming dependent on information presented in three-dimensional visual format [2], virtual reality is no longer
a word only applicable to computer games.
Virtual and augmented reality (VR/AR) are increasingly being used in various business scenarios and are
important driving forces in technology development. Major architectural and design decisions are based on 3D
models and virtual explorations of the objects to be designed. The same techniques can also be used for virtual
shopping in e-commerce applications as well as provide for exciting possibilities in the entertainment market.
When exploring a virtual environment, realism depends mainly on two factors: realistic images and real-time
feedback (motions, behaviour etc.). In this context, photo realism and physical validity of computer generated
images required by emerging applications, such as advanced e-commerce, still impose major challenges in the
area of rendering research whereas the complexity of lighting phenomena further requires powerful and
predictable computing if time constraints must be attained.
Appropriate real-time feedback imposes tough performance and predictability requirements on both the end-
systems (clients and servers) and on the network. The Walkabout project addresses interactive web-based client-
server rendering systems to provide realistic real-time walkthroughs.
In this technical report we address the state-of-the-art on rendering, trying to put the focus on approaches,
techniques and technologies that might enable real-time interactive web-based client-server rendering systems.
The focus is on the end-systems and not the networking technologies used to interconnect client(s) and server(s).
The rest of the technical report is organised as follows. In Section 2 we survey the rendering fundamentals.
Polygon-based rendering is given a special relevance since the most popular way of representing virtual worlds
is by means of polygons. Alternative ways to represent virtual worlds are volumes and images. Both are
mentioned, with particular reference to their potential for realistic real-time rendering, in particular in what
concerns image-based rendering. In Section 3 we address the parallelisation of rendering as a means of fulfilling
timing requirements. Emphasis is given to clusters of personal workstations (PWS). Networking technologies
such as switched-Ethernet or Myrinet are enabling are becoming available to be efficiently explored in the
implementation of cost-effective high-performance cluster renderers. MPI or PVM standards are addressed as
two different paradigms for the programming of parallel environments. The parallelisation of the rendering
process is then addressed for both polygon and volume-based approaches. In Section 4 we discuss the general
aspects of the architecture of web-based client-server rendering systems. Two different approaches, a server-
based rendering and a client-based rendering, are compared and advantages of targeting a hybrid approach are
also drawn. Finally, in Appendix A, we survey more deep details about parallelisation in polygon-based
rendering.
Sections 2.5, 3.5 and 4 outline some research/innovation perspectives for Walkabout.
2. Rendering Fundamentals
In computer graphics, rendering is the process by which an abstract description of a scene is converted to an
image. A scene is a collection of geometrically-defined objects in three-dime sional (3D) object space, with the
associated lightning and viewing parameters [3]. The rendering operation illuminates the objects and projects
them into two-dimensional (2D) image space, where color intensities of individual pixels are computed to yield a
final image.
For complex scenes or high-quality images, the rendering process is computationally intensive, requiring
millions or billions of floating-point and integer operations for each image. The need for interactive or real-time
response in many applications places additional demands on processing power. The only practical way to obtain
the needed computational power is to exploit multiple processing units to speed up the rendering task, a concept
which has become known as parallel rendering.
2.1. Representation of Object Space
Traditional 3D graphics are based on surface representation. A collection of 3D points (vertices) and the
interconnection of these vertices (edges) form a polygon. A set of polygons is used to form a computer graphics
object. A collection of these objects forms a virtual world. There are wide ranges of techniques that can be used
for generate an image of the virtual world. Some of the techniques, such as ray tracing [4, 5] and radiosity [6],
are extremely computationally expensive, but they can be used to generate photo-realistic quality images.
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Simpler polygon-based rendering algorithms using Phong or Gouraud shaded polygons are comparatively less
expensive. In either case same steps of the rendering can be speed-up by using graphics acceleration hardware.
Hence, these rendering methods may be ideal for interactive rendering. However, in this simpler version, the
image generated will most of the times appear artificial to the viewer. This is due to the approximations made by
these techniques. The trade-off of these approximations for the rendering speed may be acceptable [7]. Polygon-
based rendering is the most common rendering technique for which affordable special-purpose rendering
hardware has been developed in the last decade.
2.2. Details on the Polygon-Based Rendering
The rendering of a virtual world made up of objects represented as polygons can be accomplished by using a
standard eighth-stage rendering pipeline [13].
1. Selection of Visible Objects. All the potentially visible objects in the virtual world are selected. By
deselecting some visible objects, selecting some new object from the database, and changing the orientation
of the visible objects, the virtual world appears to have a time component.
2. Co-ordinate Transformation. The second step is to transform all the selected objects to their proper
orientation in the virtual environment. The transformation uses translation, rotation and scaling.
3. Visibility Calculation. The objects are checked to see if they will appear in the image. The image is the only
window for the viewer to peek into the virtual world. Eliminating the unseen objects reduces the total
amount of rendering effort. An object is visible if its volume intersects or is contained within the viewing
volume of the virtual world. The volume intersection calculations can be CPU intensive, if the object has a
complex shape.
4. Lighting Calculation. The color of the objects is computed by using the properties of the light and the
surface properties of the object. The properties of a light source consist of its illuminating direction,
position, and color. The type of light source, such as directional or point, determines the illumination
direction. In order to determine if a surface is illuminated or not by a light, the direction of the surface
normal and the illuminating direction of the light source are compared by computing the dot product of the
vectors. This does not take into account the shadows cast by nearby objects (omitting shadow is one of
many approximations to minimise rendering and resources and time). Several ray tracing and radiosity
algorithms are described in the bibliography. Ray tracing algorithms are simpler but do not take adequately
into account the entire scene and the light interactions between lights and objects.
5. Viewing Transformation. The objects are transformed according to the viewing specification. For example,
the perspective transformation scales the objects by a factor inversely proportional to the distance between
the viewpoint and the objects.
6. Clipping. The polygon-based objects are clipped according to the view volume. Any invisible objects, which
escaped from step three, will be eliminated entirely. In addition, objects that are behind, too close or too far
from the viewer are also eliminated. The clipping computation is done by using line and plane intersection
calculations.
7. Mapping to Viewpoint. I corporate the view requirements into the objects’ co-ordinates. After the view
transformation, the vertex co-ordinates of an object changes from (x, y, z, 1) t  the form of (x’, y’, z’, w).
Hence, the view transformation process can be considered as mapping the vertices in subspace 1 on to other
3D subspaces in the 4D universe. The w co-ordinate of the vertices is being used to keep track of their
relative distance from the viewpoint. This information is incorporated back to the object’s 3D co-ordinates
by dividing the x, y and z values with the w values. Then the 3D objects are projected onto 2D-screen space
in the preparation of their rasterisation.
8. Rasterisation. Finally, the 2D objects are drawn on to the image buffer pixel by pixel, which is called
rasterisation. The rasterisation of the 3D objects is the same as taking a photograph of the objects, which is a
parallel projection of the objects onto a 2D space. Then the 2D space is scaled to the desired resolution. A Z-
buffer records the depth information along with the color value of each pixel. Only the pixel closest to the
projection plane is stored, and the pixel contributed by objects further away will be ignored. As a result, a
correct image can be generated even with arbitrary rasterisation order.
2.3. Alternative Representations of Object Space
As an alternative representation of surfaces, some other authors [8,9] have been exploring volumes. A volume is
a 3D array of cubic elements, each representing a unit of space. A volume is used to store 3D geometric objects
and 3D pictures.  The main disadvantage of volumes is their immense size. A medium resolution volume of 256
´ 256 ´ 256 requires storage for 16 million voxels. These have to be processed in order to generate an image of
this 3D object onto a 2D screen. However, volume have some major advantages: they can represent the interior
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of objects and not only the outer shell, like surfaces do. Volume-based rendering and processing does not depend
of the object’s complexity or type, it depends only on the volume resolution. It easily supports operations such as
subtraction, addition, collision detection, and deformation. For a complete comparison see [8].
In the pursuit of photo-realism in conventional polygon-based computer graphics, models have become so
complex that most of the polygons are smaller than one pixel in the final image. When models are simple and the
polygon (typically a triangle) is large, the ability to specify large connected regions with only three points was a
considerable efficiency in storage and computation. Now that models contain nearly as many primitives as pixels
in the final image, one should re-think the use of geometric primitives to describe complex environments. Some
authors are investigating an alternative approach that represents 3D environments with sets of images [10,11].
The images include information describing the depth of each pixel along with the color and other properties.
Algorithms have been developed for processing the depth-enhanced images to produce new images from
viewpoints that are not included in the original image set (object space). Thus, using a finite set of source
images, it is possible to produce new images from arbitrary viewpoints. The potential impact of using images to
represent complex 3D environments is immense. The naturally “photo-realistic” rendering enables immersive 3D
environments to be constructed for real places. Computation is proportional to the number of output pixels rather
than to the number of geometric primitives. This should allow implementation of systems that produce high-
quality, 3D imagery with much less hardware than used in current high-performance graphics systems. Some
techniques like the post-rendering warping [12] allows the rendering rate and latency to be decoupled from the
user’s changing viewpoint. It is expected that this approach will enable immersive 3D systems to be
implemented over long distance networks and broadcast media, using inexpensive image warpers to interface to
the network and to increase interactivity.
2.4. Real-Time and Interactive Rendering
Numerous speed-up techniques can be applied individually to the different stages (or group of stages) in the
rendering process. Recently, parallelisation started also to be a cost-effective solution for speeding up (see
Section 3).
However, real-time does not mean fast.
Timely computations in rendering have been scarcely exploited by researchers. Some authors base their efforts
in exploiting the use of the concept of L vels of Detail (LODs) of the virtual world description, which appeared
first described in [24]. Basically, frames are rendered using different (in terms of complexity details)
representations of the virtual world, using information from concerning the computation of previous frames.
Some examples of this can be found in [25,26]. In these systems the resolution or the level of tessellation of the
objects depends on the point of view of the scene. The basic idea is to simplify the far away objects and so
increase the frame rate. This can be used by limiting the number of polygons [25] or using computation time
from previous frames to adapt the LOD of the next frame [26] and so achieve a quasi-constant frame rate. More
recent works, such as [27], use more advanced time calculation heuristics to support greater changes in
computation needs from frame to frame.
Other group of solutions use priority based rendering algorithms (e.g., Priority-Layered Projection [28] or Qsplat
[29]) that can produce fast results albeit with some errors. The great advantage of these solutions is that it is not
so complex to limit the number of cycles of the algorithm. It is possible to dynamically increase the quality of
the images by using a slower frame rate or, in the opposite direction, use faster frame rate with more errors on
the final image. This prioritisation is in most cases a two-phase situation. In the setup phase the data is processed
and can be rearranged or have additional information computed like priority or position hints. On the second
phase the algorithm uses viewpoint information and the data gathered in the setup phase to make smart guesses
on the rendering process.
2.5. Research/Innovation Perspectives for Walkabout
The optimisation of the rendering process is deeply dependent on the virtual world model. In Walkabout,
investigation must take place in order to define the best rendering pipeline approach matching the overall
requirements. Research will be conducted essentially at the representation level, including defining the best
strategy concerning the eventual use of LODs, visibility, culling and lightning calculations. The objective will be
to have time control over the overall rendering process. This research will be conducted taking into account the
interactions between client(s) server, and the use of clusters of personal workstations (see Section 3), since th
capabilities of the target platform influence the choice of rendering algorithms.
Image-based rendering (see Section 2.3) is quite new in the arena. In Walkabout image-based representations of
the virtual world will be assessed in terms of potential use in future Walkabout systems. The enormous potential
is that images provide "natural" photo-realism, while rendering computation is proportional to the number of
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output pixels rather than to the number of geometric primitives and complexity from viewpoints. This presents a
great advantage in terms of timely computing.
3. Parallelism in Computer Graphics
Specialised hardware is not the only way to speed up computer graphics rendering. In recent years, there have
been attempts to exploit the parallelism in computer graphics.
Parallel computers provide a very cost-effective ways to solve highly computational intensive problem with
built-in parallelism [14]. There are four types of parallelism that can be exploited: time, large grain (task),
medium grain (sub-task and/or small pocket data) and fine grain (data). Time parallelism exists when a program
is run multiple times with different parameters. For example, in a flight simulation program successive images
are rendered with a slight change of viewing locations. Although these images are related in time, their rendering
processes are independent of each other, and therefore can be executed in parallel.
The amount of data and the complexity of calculation involved per parallel task classify the different granularity
of parallelism. Let us assume that the flight simulation virtual world allows other aircraft. Depending on the
aircraft model and the desired detail, it may be composed of hundreds to millions of polygons. Since the aircraft
are independent of each other, they can be rendered separately onto separate intermediate image buffers. Since
the amount of data and the work is considerable, this can be considered as large grain parallelism. The rendering
of each polygon can be considered as the medium grain parallelism. Each polygon is a self-contained data
package, so all the polygons in the virtual world can be rendered separately. When a polygon is rasterised, each
pixel that is covered by the polygon is visited. However, the computation incurred by each pixel is independent
of each other. Consequently, the work can be performed in parallel. Although the amount of work involved is
small, the number of pixels is large, so the exploitation of the fine-grain parallelism is significant.
Two examples of parallel rendering that exploit the aforementioned parallelism are a terrain rendering program
[15] and a general parallel rendering algorithm [16]. In this last, polygon rendering capitalises on the
independence of polygon and pixel. All the polygons in the virtual world are evenly distributed onto a MIMD
computer’s nodes. All the nodes process their polygons by using a shortened (only step 2 to 7 of those described
in §2.2) standard rendering pipeline. Then, the polygons are re-distributed according to their screen co-ordinates
to the node that manages that part of the image buffer. Finally, the nodes concurrently and independently
rasterise their collection of the polygons. Combining the distributed image buffer forms the final image.
By distributing the work among many computing nodes, the rendering process can be speeded up. However, a
partial image is formed on each node after the concurrent rendering. In order to obtain the final image, all the
intermediate image buffers must be combined in the correct order. This is accomplished by using the
communication network that connects all the computation nodes.
3.1. Building Parallel Renderers from Personal Workstations
Two forms of parallelism can be considered: tightly coupled processors in a SMP (single computer multiple
processor) configuration and a cluster of workstations connected over networks. While in a single-processor
machine CPU performance is often the most important factor in determining rendering performance, parallel
configurations add specific constraints to the performance of parallel rendering algorithms. For SMP
workstations, the performance is affected by memory and disk bandwidth. For workstation clusters, the disk and
network bandwidth are the most important parameters influencing the rendering performance.
Parallel rendering algorithms can be implemented on a variety of platforms. The capabilities of the target
platform influence the choice of rendering algorithms. For instance the availability of hardware acceleration for
certain rendering operations affects both performance and scalability of the rendering algorithm.
The developments in the Personal Workstations (PWS) market reflect the PWS’s dual-inheritance from Unix
workstations and PCs. As the NT workstation markets matures the price gap between the best performing
systems and the systems with best price-performance appears to be closing. This is a known trend from the
desktop PC market which has turned into a commodity market. The PWS market is assuming characteristics of a
commodity market with surprising speed, i.e. most products are very similar and have to compete through
pricing, marketing and support offerings. At the same time, PWSs remain different from desktop PCs – and are
similar to Unix workstations – in that application performance (in contrast to serviceability and manageability) is
the primary design and deployment objective. Most purchasing decisions are heavily based on the results in
standard and customer-specific application benchmarks.
A particularly interesting question is whether PWSs offer inherently better price-performance than traditional
Unix workstations. Over the period that both workstation types participated in the market (1996-1999), NT
workstations as a whole have consistently delivered better price-performance than Unix workstations for
standard benchmarks. Only recently (mid 1998) Unix workstations are beginning to reach the same price-
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performance levels. It is unclear whether this constitutes a reversal of the earlier trend or whether the gap will be
restored when Intel delivers its next generation processors. Another explanation for the narrowing of this gap is
that NT workstations are starting to include high-performance subsystems that are required for balanced systems.
Several approaches to implementing parallel polygon rendering on PWSs with graphics accelerators have been
investigated in [17]. It should be noted that this analysis does not consider pure software implementations of the
rendering pipeline; rasterisation was assumed to be performed by a graphics adapter. This is in contrast to
software-only graphics pipelines. Such approaches lead to more scaleable rendering systems, even though both
absolute performance and price-performance are likely to be worse than the hardware-accelerated
implementation. In [18] parallel software renderers have shown close to linear speedup up to 100 processors in a
BBN Butterfly TC2000 even though the absolute performance (up to 100,000 polygons/sec) does not match the
performance available from graphics workstations of equal or lower cost. However, software renderers offer
more flexibility in the choice of rendering algorithms, e.g. advanced lighting models, and the option to integrate
application and renderer more tightly.
Following the conclusions from [17] we will now look at the various subsystems in a PWS that may become a
bottleneck for parallel rendering. In part, PWSs have inherited these bottlenecks from their desktop PC
ancestors. For example, both memory and disk subsystems are less sophisticated than those of traditional
workstations.
1. Applications and Geometry Pipeline. As pointed out above, CPU portion of the overall rendering time scales
well with the number of processors. Therefore, it is desirable to parallelize rendering solutions with a large
computational component. Advance rendering algorithms such as advanced lighting algorithms or ray-
tracing will lead to implementations that scale to larger numbers of processors.
2. Processor. Contrary to initial intuition, the performance of CPU and rasteriser does not significantly
influence the overall rendering performance. Therefore, parallel rendering does not benefit from
enhancements to the CPU, such as by higher clock frequency, more internal pipelines or special instructions
to accelerate certain portions of the geometry pipeline. However as stated earlier, faster CPUs may benefit
the applications performance.
3. Memory Subsystem. Currently, memory bandwidth does not limit rendering performance as much as disk
and network performance. Memory subsystems will keep increasing their performance over time and retain
their relative performance compared to disks and networks.
4. Disk Subsystem. The disk subsystem offers ample opportunity for improvements over the standard IDE or
SCSI found in todays PWSs. Faster disk subsystems can be used to alleviate this problem.
5. Graphics Subsystem. In workstation clusters the use of graphics accelerators with geometry accelerators can
be beneficial. For applications with mostly static scenes, e.g. walkthroughs or assembly inspections, the use
of retained data structures like display lists can reduce the bandwidth demands on system memory as
geometry and lighting calculations are performed locally on the adapter. In SMP machines or for single-
frame rendering faster graphics hardware will not provide large rendering speed-ups.
6. Network. In clusters, a slow network interconnect can become the dominant bottleneck. Increasing the
network bandwidth by an order of magnitude will alleviate that problem. Current shortcomings of the
protocol implementations prevent full realisation of the benefits of Gigabit-Ethernet under Windows NT.
Alternative technologies, like Myrinet [19] promise higher sustained bandwidth than Ethernet. However,
these technologies are either not available under Windows NT or have not yet been developed into a
product. Prototype implementations under Unix (Linux) have demonstrated the advantages of such
networks.
As Personal Workstations are emerging as an alternative to traditional workstations for technical applications
they are frequently considered as building blocks for affordable parallel rendering. Even though PWS are used
for parallel rendering in at least one commercial rendering package [20], its actual implementation is hampered
by the lack of efficient networking technologies and insufficient disk performance. Improving these subsystems
is possible but will result in more expensive systems, eliminating some of the perceived cost advantage of PWS
over traditional workstation.
3.2. Memory Models
Many aspects of parallel programming depend on the memory architecture of a system, and many problems arise
from a chosen memory architecture. The basic question is if the memory is assigned to the processor level, or if
the memory is assigned on system level. This information is important for the distribution of a problem to the
system. If all memory – except caches – is accessible from each part of the system – memory is assigned on
system level, we are talking of a shared memory system. In case the individual processing elements can only
access their own private memory – memory is assigned on processor level, we are talking of a distributed
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memory system. Shared memory systems are further divided into UMA (Uniform Memory Access) systems (not
interchangeable with Uniform Memory Architecture), and into NUMA (Non-Uniform Memory Access) systems.
In distributed memory systems, the memory is assigned to each individual processor. At the beginning of the
processing, the system is distributing the tasks and the data through the network to processing elements. These
processing elements receive the data and their task and start to process the data. At some point, the processors
need to communicate with other processors, in order to exchange results, to synchronise for periphery devices,
and so forth. Finally, the computed results are sent back to the appropriate receiver and the processing element
waits for a new task. Workstation clusters fit into this category, because each computer has its individual
memory, which is (usually) not accessible from its partner workstations within the cluster. Furthermore, each
workstation can distribute data via the network. Overall, it is important to note that communication in a
distributed memory system is expensive. Therefore, it should be reduced to a minimum.
UMA systems contain all memory (main memory) in a more or less monolithic block. All processors of the
system access this memory via the same interconnect, which can be a crossbar or a bus. In contrast, NUMA
systems are combined of two or more UMA levels which are connected via another interconnect. This
interconnect can be slower than the interconnect on the lower level. However, communication from one UMA
sub-system to another UMA sub-system travels through more than one interconnection stage and therefore takes
more time than communication within one UMA sub-system.
If UMA systems have a better communication, why should one use NUMA systems? The answer is that the
possibilities to extend UMA systems are limited. At some point the complexity of the interconnect will virtually
rise into infinity, or the interconnect will not be powerful enough to provide sufficient performance. Therefore, a
hierarchy of UMA sub-systems was introduced. A special case of NUMA systems is cache-coherent NUMA
(ccNUMA). This scheme ensures (usually in hardware) that the memory view of the execution entities (i.e.,
threads) is identical.
3.3. Programming Models
There are basically two different paradigms for the programming of parallel environments.
3.3.1. Message-Passing
The message-passing paradigm connects processing entities to perform a joined task. As a matter of principle,
each processing entity is an individual process running on a computer. However, different processes can run on
the very same computer, especially, if this computer is a multiprocessor system. The underlying interconnection
topology is transparent from the user point of view. Therefore, it does not make a difference in programming, if
the parallel program which communicates using a message-passing library runs on a cluster of workstations (i.e.,
Beowulf), on a distributed memory system (i.e., the IBM RS6000/SP), or on a shared memory system (i.e., the
SGI 2x00). For the general process of using a message-passing system for concurrent programming it is essential
to manually split the problem to be solved into different more or less independent sub-tasks. These sub-tasks and
their data are distributed via the interconnect to the individual processes. During processing, intermediary results
are sent using the explicit communication scheme of message-passing. Considering the high costs using the
network, communication must be reduced to a minimum and the data must be explicitly partitioned. Finally, the
terminal results of the processing entities are collected by a parent process which returns the result to the user.
There are several message-passing libraries around. However, most applications are based on two standards: the
PVM [21] library (Parallel Virtual Machine) and the MPI [22] standard (Message Passing Interface).
Generally, MPI was designed for message-passing on multiprocessors, while PVM was originally intended for
message-passing within a heterogeneous network of workstations (NOW, clusters). Based on these different
concepts, MPI has a strong emphasis on portability (a MPI-based application can be compiled on any system)
and highly optimised performance, but it provides only a very limited functionality for session management
(MPI 2.0 supports functions to spawn processes from a parent process). In contrast, PVM emphasises
interoperability (PVM processes are supposed to communicate with processes build on completely different
machines) using the concept of a virtual machine. This requires dynamic resource management – to compensate
for the possible failure of system components – to build fault-tolerant applications.
Generally, a parallel application using the current PVM 3 is split into a master process and several slave
processes. While the slaves perform the actual work of the task, the master distributes data and sub-tasks to the
individual slave processes. Finally, the master synchronises with all slaves at a barrier, which marks the end of
the parallel processing. Before starting the parallel sessions, all designated machines of the cluster need to be
announced in a host-file. Furthermore, PVM demons must run on these machines. These PVM demons (virtual
machines) are shut down, once the parallel sessions are completed. After the initialisation, the master starts its
execution by logging on to the running parallel virtual machine (PVM demon). There-after, it determines the
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available hardware configuration (number of available machines (nodes), ...), allocates the name space for the
slaves, and starts these slaves by assigning a sub-task (program executable). After checking if all slaves are
started properly, data is distributed (and sometimes collected) to the slaves. At the end of the parallel
computation, results are collected from the slaves. After a final synchronisation at a common barrier, all slaves
and the master log off from the virtual machine.
3.3.2. Threads
A more recent parallel programming paradigm is the thread model. A thread is a control flow entity in a process.
Typically, a sequential process consists of one thread; more than one thread enables a concurrent (parallel)
control flow. While the process provides the environment for one or more threads – creating a common address
space, a synchronisation and execution context – the individual threads only build a private stack and program
counters. The different threads of a single process communicate via synchronisation mechanisms and via the
shared memory.
In contrast to message-passing, threading is only possible on multiprocessor systems. Moreover, multiprocessor
systems need a shared memory architecture, in order to provide the same virtual address space. Basically, there
are three different kinds of implementations for threads. There is a user thread model, a kernel thread model, and
a mixed model. The user thread model is usually a very early implementation of a thread package. All thread
management is handled by the thread library; the UNIX kernel only knows the process, which might contain
more than one thread. This results in the situation that only one thread of a process is executed at any particular
time. If you are using threads on a single processor workstation, or your threads are not compute-bound, this is
not a problem. However, on a multiprocessor system, we do not really get a concurrent execution of multiple
threads of one process. On the other hand, this implementation model does not require a modification of the
operating system kernel. Furthermore, the management of the threads does not require any kernel overhead. In
Pthread terminology, this model is called all-to-one-scheduling. In contrast to user threads, each kernel thread is
known to the operating system kernel. Consequently, each kernel thread is individually schedulable. This results
in a real concurrent execution on a multiprocessor, which is especially important for compute-bound threads.
However, allocation and management of a kernel thread can introduce significant overhead to the kernel, which
eventually might lead to a bad scaling behaviour. Pthread terminology denotes this model to be one-to-one-
scheduling. As usual, the best solution is probably a mixed model of user and kernel threads. The threads are
first scheduled by the thread library (user thread scheduling). Thereafter, the threads scheduled by the library are
scheduled as kernel threads. Threads that are not compute-bound (i.e., performing I/O) are pre-empted by the
scheduling mechanism of the library, while only compute-bound threads are scheduled by the kernel, thus
enabling high-performance concurrent execution. In Pthread terminology, this model is called the many-to-one
or some-to-one scheduling.
To summarise, the main advantages of threads over message-passing is the fast communication and data
exchange using the shared memory – no messages need to be explicitly send to other execution entities – and the
cheap/fast context switch between different threads of one process. This is due to the shared address space,
which is not changed during a thread switch. These features can be used to control the concurrent flow of the job
at a much tighter level as which message-passing. On the other side, the use of threads is limited to (virtually)
shared memory systems.
3.4. Communication Infrastructure
There are basically two networking technologies that can be considered for clusters of commodity workstations:
Ethernet and Myrinet (actually it is not yet a commodity network).
3.4.1. Switched-Ethernet
Today, Ethernet is used primarily as an information network. However, there is a strong belief that some recent
technological advances will enable its use in dependable applications with real-time requirements. One of the
most common arguments that has been traditionally put forward against its use in real-time applications is that
Ethernet has a non-deterministic access delay, leading to an unpredictable timing behaviour of the supported
applications.
Recently, there have been promising technological breakthroughs [30]. Ethernet switches provide flexible and
scalable solutions through the use of micro-segmentation and full-duplex operation (leading to a collision-free
environment). Simultaneously, IEEE 802.1p (ratified in September 1998) gives Layer 2 switches the ability to
prioritise Ethernet traffic and the IEEE Std 802.3x Flow Control provides means to control the generated traffic.
All these mechanisms may be exploited to improve the timing characteristics of Ethernet networks.
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3.4.2. Myrinet
Myrinet is also a recent technology of packet-communication and switching, and is already widely used to
interconnect clusters of workstations, PCs, servers, or single-board computers.
Myrinet as the following characteristics [31]: full-duplex 2+2 Gigabit/second links, switch ports, and interface
ports; flow control, error control, and "heartbeat" continuity monitoring on every link; low-latency, cut-through,
crossbar switches, with monitoring for high-availability applications; can scale to tens of thousands of hosts,
with network-bisection data rates in Terabits per second, and can also provide alternative communication paths
between hosts; host interfaces that execute a control program to interact directly with host processes ("OS
bypass") for low-latency communication, and directly with the network to send, receive, and buffer packets.
Therefore, Myrinet has also the potential to provide clusters with high performance and high availability.
3.5. Research/Innovation Perspectives for Walkabout
Optimal parallelisation of rendering must be addressed in Walkabout. One important topic of research must be
on choosing the appropriate parallelism to be implemented for the rendering pipeline. Multiprocessor scheduling
approaches need also to be considered, since the resources will be shared by to perform rendering services
concerning multiple clients. The cluster-related network infrastructure will be thoroughly investigated in order to
obtain tight pre-run time schedulability worst-case response times, since in work tation clusters, the disk and
network bandwidth are the most important parameters influencing the rendering performance. Sw tched-Ethernet
and Myrinet must be target communication infrastructures. Parallel programming must use state-of-the message-
passing standards. Validation of MPI and/or PVM will be performed within the Walkabout project. RT-Linux
will be considered.
4. Walkabout Interactive Remote Rendering
Various systems provide a visual presentation of a small part of a model that is complex and voluminous. Virtual
walkthrough, flight simulation, visualisation systems are only a few common examples to this type of systems.
Commonly, such systems face the task of generating images from a model containing millions of elements [23].
With technologies such as 3D scanning, graphical models are becoming increasingly complex, and the user
appetite will never be satisfied with the computational power available. Models keep getting larger and more
complex, and the situation is likely to worsen in the near future.
Internet-based virtual environments let users explore multiple virtual worlds with many different geometric
models, while at the same time it may enable new services over the Internet.
4.1. Basic Client-Server Rendering Systems
A basic rendering system may have three building blocks: the pre-processing, the client-server program and the
rendering engine, as shown in Fig. 1.
Image
Client Server
Object
Database
Control Info.
Image
Rendering
Engine
View Point
Interconnect
Pre-
processing
Objects
2D data
Figure 1
The client-server program provides the user interface for easy access to the object information through some
controls and a display. The use of a flexible user interface building system enables the rendering system to be
adapted for different applications. In addition, the interface is also responsible for maintaining the quality of the
presentation of the requested information as dictated by the type of application. After the user interface has
collected the user's inputs, a rendering engine is used to convert the object-space into images according to the
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input parameters. To accommodate the wide range of client applications, the capabilities of the rendering engine,
such as rendering speed and techniques, must be maximised and efficient. In order to have speedy rendering of
the data, the rendering engine must be able to access the computer graphics objects efficiently. The object
database provides the storage facility for fast retrieval of the needed data in a format that minimises the start-up
time of the rendering pipeline.
The pre-processing can be used not only to repackage data to make it more modular, but also to capitalise on the
viewing characteristics to reduce the runtime rendering work.
In this design, the server and the rendering engine are separate processes. Hence, the inner workings of the
rendering engine are isolated from the server. As a result, the implementation of the rendering engine is flexible.
A parallel computer is used not only because of the enormous size of the object data, but also for exploiting the
parallelism of the model data and the rendering algorithm to speed up the computation required.
The client process can also provide an application context for the rendering engine. Possible tasks that can be
handled from the client applications include, but are not limited to, walking trough. The application should also
support interface to control the position and the view from the user. The client application can compute the next
viewpoint by combining the inputs from the user controls with the previous co-ordinates and the application
specific navigation algorithms. After all needed information is gathered, the visualisation data can be sent to the
server using TCP/IP. When the rendering of the image is completed, the client receives the resulting image using
a similar TCP/IP channel. Depending on the size of the data and the format of the image transferred either a
session wide TCP connection or UDP datagrams can be used. The first handles session and error control
automatically, the later is much faster albeit without no error correction or out-of-order compensation. When
receiving the image data the client must place it in a virtual frame buffer that when filled up will replace the
current frame. For an efficient implementation of this client solution a multi-threaded environment must be used
to support the following tasks: 1 - computing next frame view info and send information to the server; 2 - receive
and presenting the current frame. The rendering process for the rendering engine can be divided into three
stages: 1 - receive viewpoint from client; 2 - render the image; 3 - send image to client.
The communication and the rendering work can proceed in parallel for rendering multiple images. An efficient
rendering process needs two threads, one to communicate with the client and the other for rendering. If a
rendering cluster is used then an Internet front-end server should be used to interface the protected cluster
network to the public Internet. This front-end server can also be used for the cluster management. This three-tier
design of the client-server solution provides the rendering engine with a programming and operating
environment that is independent from the specifics of the application. As a result, the efficiency and portability
of the rendering engine is increased.
In the interactive Walkabout we can take advantage of several specific constrains of the target applications in
order to find the most efficient algorithm. One of the tasks of the project is to find the best compromise on
flexibility vs. performance on the server side.
The Walkabout server must do its work at interactive rates and enable the integration on the final scene of not
only video and audio streams from the Walkabout multimedia database, but also virtual characters with synthetic
behaviour processed on the server side. To enable the use of thin clients (like DBTV receivers) the rendering and
mixing of these 3D data sources should be done entirely on the server side, however more flexible clients like
PWS can support more demanding tasks from the client up to the full rendering of the world (see Section 4.2.2).
In the thin-client scenario, the server will deliver a video stream (probably in standard MPEG 4 format) to the
client. On the PWS client scenario in order to optimise the network utilisation the data format will have to be
application dependent. However it is clear that in order to be able to efficiently render the 3D world a setup
phase will be needed to download the base world or character models and other application specific data. After
this phase the system will enter interactive mode and only updates will be sent to the client.
4.2. Web-Based Client-Server Rendering Systems
The basic client-server rendering system can be extended to a web-based client-server rendering systems. Two
possibilities can be explored: server-based rendering (Fig. 2) and client-based rendering (Fig. 3). The first can
also be denoted as the image-based server while the second can be denoted as VRML-based server [7].
Although the resulting hardware organisation of the two systems is similar, the functional organisation of the two
client-server systems is different because of the different philosophy of the projected technology trends. The
architecture for a server-based rendering system assumes the client has very limited rendering capability and
storage capacity, but it is connected by a QoS network to a remote computer, which stores and renders the
graphics objects into images on the client's behalf. Since the computing resources at the server side are finite,
this set-up can only handle a fixed number of clients at a time. Additionally, the information provider retains the
control of the rendering engine. Hence, the provider can improve the rendering engine by using faster hardware
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and a better rendering algorithm without having to redistribute the client software. Also, computer resources can
easily be added by taking advantage of the scalability of the cluster.
Internet
Client Server
Object
Database
Rendering
Engine
I/O Bus
Interconnect
System Bus
Figure 2
The client-based (VRML-based) system in Fig. 3 assumes that the client has a capable rendering engine and a
high speed connection to WWW servers, where the client can access many different VRML (Virtual Reality
Modelling Language) [32] worlds, including the particular Walkabout VRML. Because the rendering is done on
the client side, the total amount of computing resource of the entire system increases proportional to the number
of clients. The VRML-based server of this system can handle larger numbers of clients simultaneously because
the computation of serving VRML is minimal, but the number of connections is limited by the required I/O and
network throughput of all the users and the capability of the web server. On the other hand, the capabilities of
different clients may vary, so the amount of information packaged in the VRML file is limited by an arbitrary
"minimal client capability'' set by the information provider. An improvement can be provided by allowing the
client to dynamically select the level of detail (LOD) wanted, although this increases the needed computing
resources per client at the server side to construct the VRML file dynamically at the requested resolution from a
database, instead of serving a single file at a single resolution. Since both systems must use their server to
augment the clients' ability to store and to manipulate the 3D data, high performance servers with lots of storage
space, fast I/O and network are needed to handle the workload.
System Bus
Client
Object
Database
Rendering
Engine
I/O Bus
Internet
httpd
Figure 3
4.2.1. Comparison between These Two Models
Client
The clients have different requirements for their software and hardware components because of the differences in
the design assumptions.
In the server-based rendering approach, the client program is responsible for acquiring the user's input and
presenting the images to the user as they arrived. The client connects to the image server through a computer
network using a communication protocol that can be built on top of TCP/IP. Standard MPEG 4 can be used for
the server to client data coding or the more exotic Iterative Fractal Compression (IFS) [33] could be used instead.
Because the client only needs to manipulate images, most client computers can easily satisfy the required
computer resources, such as memory and CPU power.
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The client-based rendering approach, on the other hand, can be a high performance VRML browser, which has a
number of built-in user interfaces and a rendering engine. In VRML 2.0, the creator of a world can also
customise the user interface. After the user interface has collected the user's inputs, the built-in rendering engine
renders the output according to the input parameters. The communication between the user interface and the
rendering engine is done through the system bus, which has much higher bandwidth than any existing computer
network. Because VRML is a WWW standard for delivering information in 3D computer graphics, a VRML
browser is part of the standard toolset for most web users. As a result, the information provider has no need to
create, maintain and distribute any client and/or server software. Furthermore, the VRML encoded information is
also computer architecture independent. This eliminates any need to do real-time conversion of the data to a
format that the client can understand. Therefore, the server can serve more clients with the same resources as
compared to an image-based system.
Before the user can see the virtual world, the client computer must receive and process the entire VRML world.
The amount of memory and rendering resources needed is directly proportional to the complexity of the world. If
the entire VRML world is completely defined by using predefined geometrical shapes, the browser can
automatically adjust the amount of detail of the various objects to match the available rendering resource. In
general, the VRML world designer must make a decision on how much detail is included in the world. Since the
VRML world is intended to operate in isolation, the designer has no knowledge of, and no control over, the
rendering capability of the client computer. Consequently, bounds on the amount of detail are set, such that the
VRML audience will not lose interest because of slow rendering of a complex world (upper bound) or the
minimal information content of simplistic world (lower bound). This limitation can be overcome by allowing the
user to select the complexity of the VRML world at runtime to match the capability of available computing
resource, or it could be done dynamically at run-time by the user specifying a particular frame rate. The Java
capabilities of VRML 2.0 enable the user to adjust the content during the presentation. However, this increases
the required server computing resource per client to interpret the inputs to select the needed data and to encode
the information before transmitting to the client.
Network
Both rendering systems use the network as an integral part to acquire the world information. Because of the
design differences, the two systems have distinct communication pattern. Hence, the effects of the network
latency and bandwidth are different. The server-based rendering approach system maintains a continuous and
regular TCP/IP data flow between the client and the server while the application is running. This network
connection is used to transfer a sequence of images, which contains the information requested by the user. As a
result, the user only experiences the latency of starting the terrain rendering application, which is incurred by the
network protocol, once. Furthermore, these images must be displayed in the order in which they are received,
that is guaranteed if the TCP is used. Another form of network delay is caused by the finite bandwidth of the
computer network. In order for the user to see the images, the network has to transfer this amount of information
from the server to the client. Considering an average size of 30kb for a general medium-quality compressed
640x480 JPEG image a dedicated 10Mbps Ethernet network can support more than 30 fps, a 640kb ADSL
modem about 3 fps, and a more down-to-earth 64kb ISDN channel would take up almost 4 seconds to receive a
single frame. Using MPEG 4 compression could have a theoretical huge impact on the network performance but
not only the processing power needed for compression but also the need to bufferize several frames for efficient
compression limits the usable compression in our interactive system.
To maximise the number of web clients that a web server can serve simultaneously, VRML browsers are
designed to contact the server only when they need information. Before retrieving the wanted information, the
VRML-based system establishes a temporary connection to the server. Because the VRML browser processes
the entire VRML file before rendering its content, the user must endure in addition to the processing delay, the
full network latency of setting-up the transient connection and transferring the VRML file. Eliminating unwanted
details and compressing the data file before transfer can minimise these delays
Server
The differences of the design philosophy of the two systems have influence in the functionality of the servers.
For the server-based rendering system, the server provides the client a gateway to the parallel rendering engine
by converting the viewing information into a view transformation matrix and dispatching the resulting images to
the client through the dedicated communication channel. The parallel rendering engine, which can be composed
of a number of sequential rendering pipelines connected by a high-speed network, use the view transformation
matrix to render 3D model data concurrently onto image buffers. The high-speed network, which connects all the
computation nodes, can be used not only to broadcast the viewing transformation matrix, but to assemble the
final image. The 3D-model database coexists on the same computation nodes as the sequential rendering
pipelines. The overhead of accessing the 3D model data involves finding all visible objects on the computing
node and passing their resident memory location to the local sequential rendering engine for rendering.
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The job of a VRML-like model server is to furnish the client with requested geometric data. This is
accomplished by processing the user request, performing view specific model optimisation like LOD and
encoding the optimised 3D-model data. To enable dynamic adjustment of the 3D-model detail, the model
information is stored in a server side database. Finally, the reconstructed 3D-model is encoded in VRML before
shipping to the client. This VRML-based model rendering system can serve a large number of clients, and the
server must have fast access to the model data. This requires the server machine to have excellent I/O and
network bandwidth. However, the I/O and network bandwidth of a site is finite.
4.3. Hybrid Web-Based Client-Server Rendering Systems
As the popularity of Internet grows, a popular virtual street VRML web site can easily be overwhelmed by
enthusiastic responses from the web users. To relieve this congestion, computing resources of the server must
increase at the same rate as the number of clients increases. Furthermore, many of the new web clients will be
network computers (NCs) or PDAs, with minimal hardware capabilities. As a result, a new type of server is
needed to serve computing capabilities to the low-end clients. Using a hybrid system (Fig. 4) with a mix of web
and rendering servers not only allows low-end web clients, such as web appliance and network computer, to
access the virtual world, but also it also provides the additional computing resources to increase the I/O and
network bandwidth of the system. This system leverages the maturity of web server software and operating
model by storing the Walkabout 3D models in a database on a web server with large storage capacity, high I/O
and network performance. High performance clients and rendering servers are able to connect to the Walkabout
3D data web server to retrieve the VRML files. The VRML world is rendered on screen by a high performance
client. For the low-end web clients, the VRML world can be rendered by a rendering server. The resulting
images are compressed and shipped to the clients. The rendering server must have high performance multimedia
support and 3D rendering capabilities to render the 3D models data quickly according to the viewing parameter,
the requested rendering quality and the rendering instruction in the VRML file. If a high performance client
takes delivery from a rendering server, then the rendering server will act as the mirror site of the Walkabout web
site making the data stream much more stable.
The difference between a web server and a rendering server is that the rendering server knows more about its
client than a web server because it is dedicated to serve a group of clients. As a result, the requested data is
automatically adjusted to the need of the presentation. This arrangement enables more efficient use of network
and computing resources at organisations (Universities, Corporations, ISP, etc.).
High-
Performance
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Client Client Client
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Server
(University)
Client Client Client
Image-based
Server
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Figure 4
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The image-based and VRML-based systems each provide unique advantages and disadvantages. Because the
two systems have a complementary set of design compromises, a hybrid of the image-based and VRML-based
system can offer the best features of the two systems.
Walkabout must also integrate properly the Media server and Behaviour server.
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Appendix A - Details on Parallel Polygon-Based Rendering
A.1. Single-frame vs. Multi-frame Rendering
Rendering polygonal models can be driven by several needs. If the model is only used once for the generation of
a still image, the entire rendering process outlined in Section 2 has to be performed. The creation of animation
sequences requires rendering of the same model for different values of time and consequently varying values for
time-dependent rendering parameters, e.g. view position, object location, or light source intensities. Even though
multi-frame rendering could be handled as repeated single-frame rendering, it offers the opportunity to exploit
inter-frame coherence. For example, access to the scene database can be amortised over several frames and only
the actual rendering steps (geometry processing and rasterisation) must be performed for every frame. Other
ways to take advantage of inter-frame coherence will be discussed below.
A.2. Available Algorithm Classes
For many years the classification of parallel rendering algorithms and architectures has proven to be an elusive
goal. We will discuss several such classifications to gain some insight into the design space and possible
solutions.
Pipelining vs. Parallelism
Irrespective of the problem domain, parallelisation strategies can be distinguished by how he problem is mapped
onto the parallel processors.
For pipelining the problem is decomposed into individual steps that are mapped onto processors. This method
fits naturally in the rendering pipeline. However, the existence of a limited number of pipeline function blocks
restricts the amount of parallelism. And since the different functions in the pipeline vary in computational
complexity the load-balancing can be difficult. To overcome such constraints pipelining is often improved by
replicating some or all pipeline stages. Data is distributed amongst those processors and can be handled in
parallel.
In interactive systems pipelining is not an interesting solution since the time it takes from the pipeline object
space input to an image being produced is equal (or even greater due to parallel overhead) than a standard non-
parallel rendering pipeline.
Object Partitioning vs. Image Partitioning
One of the earliest attempts at classifying partitioning strategies for parallel rendering algorithms took into
consideration whether the data objects distributed amongst parallel processors belonged into object space, e.g.
polygons, edges, or vertices, or into image space, i.e. collections of pixels such as portions of the screen, scan
lines or individual pixels [34]. Object-space partitioning is commonly used for the geometry processing portion
of the rendering pipeline, as its operation is intrinsically based on objects.
Most parallelisation strategies for rasterisers employ image-space partitioning [35]. A few architectures apply
object-space partitioning in the rasteriser [36, 37].
Sorting Classification
Based on the observation that rendering can be viewed as a sorting process of objects into pixels, different
parallel rendering algorithms can be distinguished by where in the rendering pipeline the sorting occurs.
Considering the two main steps in rendering, i.e. geometry processing and rasterisation, there are three principal
locations for the sorting step: Early during geometry processing (sort-first), between geometry processing and
rasterisation (sort-middle), and after rasterisation (sort-last). Sort-middle architectures form the most natural
implementation of the rendering pipeline. Many parallel rendering systems, both software and hardware, use this
approach, e.g. [39,40]. They assign primitives to geometry processors that implement the entire geometry
pipeline. The transformed primitives are then sent to rasterisers that are each serving a portion of the entire
screen. One drawback is the poor load-balancing among the rasterisers due to the, unfortunately common,
uneven distribution of objects across the screen. Another problem of this approach, in parallel implementations,
is the redistribution of primitives after the geometry stage that requires a many-to-many communication between
the processors. A hierarchical multi-step method to reduce the complexity of this global sort is described in [41].
Sort-last assigns primitives to renderers that generate a full-screen image of all assigned primitives. After all
primitives have been processed, the resulting images are merged/composited into the final image. Since all
processors handle all pixels this approach offers good load-balancing properties. However compositing the
pixels of the partial images consumes large amounts of bandwidth and requires support by dedicated hardware,
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e.g. [42]. Further, with sort-last implementations it is difficult to support anti-aliasing, as objects covering the
same pixel may be handled by different processors and will only meet during the final compositing step.
Sort-first architectures quickly determine for each primitive to which screen region(s) it will contribute. The
primitive is then assigned to those renderers that are responsible for those screen regions. Currently, no actual
rendering systems are based on this approach even though there are some indications that it may prove
advantageous for large models and high-resolution images [43]. [43] claims that sort-first has to redistribute
fewer objects between frames than sort-middle. Similar to sort-middle, it is prone to suffer from load-imbalances
unless the workload is levelled using an adaptive scheme that resizes the screen regions each processor is
responsible for.
A.3. Load Balancing Definitions
As with the parallel implementation of any algorithm the performance depends critically on balancing the load
between the parallel processors. There are workload-related and design-related factors affecting the load
balancing. Before the discussion of load balancing strategies, we will define terms used throughout the rest of the
discussion.
Tasks are the basic units of work that can be assigned to a processor, e.g. objects, primitives, scan lines, pixels
etc.
Granularity quantifies the minimum number of tasks that are assigned to a processor, e.g. 10 scan lines per
processor or 128x128 pixel regions.
Coherence describes the similarity between neighbouring elements like consecutive frames or neighbouring scan
lines. Coherence is exploited frequently in incremental calculations, e.g. during scan conversion.
Parallelization may destroy coherence, if neighbouring elements are distributed to different processors.
Load balance describes how well tasks are distributed across different processor with respect to keeping all
processors busy for all (or most) of the time. Surprisingly, there is no commonly agreed upon definition of load
balance in the literature.
Workload Characterisation
Several properties of the model are important for analysing performance and load-balancing of a given parallel
rendering architecture. Clipping and object tessellation affect load-balancing during geometry processing, while
spatial object distribution and primitive size mostly affect the balance amongst parallel rasterisers.
Clipping. Objects clipped by the 2D image boundaries incur more work than objects that are trivially accepted or
rejected. It is difficult to predict whether an object will be clipped and load-imbalances can result as a
consequence of one processor receiving a disproportionate number of objects requiring clipping. There are
techniques that can reduce the number of objects that require clipping by enabling rasterisers to deal with objects
outside of the view frustum [44]. This reduces the adverse affects of clipping on load-balancing to negligible
amounts.
Tessellation. Some rendering APIs use higher order primitives, like NURBS, that are tessellated by the rendering
subsystem. The degree of tessellation, i.e. the number of triangles per object, determines the amount of data
expansion occurring during the rendering process. The degree of tessellation is often view-dependent and hence
hard to predict a priori. The variable degree of tessellation leads to load imbalances as one processor’s objects
may expand into more primitives than objects handled by another processor. Tessellation also affects how many
objects need to be considered during the sorting step. In sort-first architectures, primitives are sorted before the
tessellation, thus saving communication bandwidth compared to sort-middle architectures.
Primitive distribution. In systems using image-space partitioning, the spatial distribution of objects across the
screen decides how many objects each processor must process. Usually, objects are not distributed uniformly,
e.g. more objects may be located in the centre of the screen than along the periphery. This creates potential
imbalances in the amount of work assigned to each processor.
Primitive size. The performance of most rasterisation algorithms increases for smaller primitives. The mix of
large and small primitives therefore determines the workload for the rasteriser. Several experiments have shown
(see e.g. [45]) that many scenes contain a large number of small objects and a few large objects. The primitive
size also affects the overlap factor, i.e. the number of screen regions affected by an object. The overlap factor
affects the performance of image-space partitioning schemes like sort-first and sort-middle algorithms.
A.4. Load Balancing Solutions
Several design techniques are used to compensate for load-imbalances incurred by different workloads. They can
be distinguished as st tic, dynamic and adaptive.
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Static load balancing uses a fixed assignment of tasks to processors. Although, a low (i.e. no) overhead is
incurred for determining this assignment, load imbalances can occur if the duration of tasks is variable. Dynamic
load balancing techniques determine the on the fly which processor will receive the next task. Adaptive load
balancing determines an assignment of tasks to processors based on estimated cost for each task, thereby trying
to assign equal workload to each processor.
On-demand assignment
This is a dynamic method that relies on the fact that there are many more tasks (objects or pixels) than there are
processors. New work is assigned to the first available, idle processor. Except during initialisation and for the
last few tasks, every processor will be busy all the time. The ratio of the number of tasks and the number of
processors is called the granularity ratio. Selecting the granularity ratio requires a compromise between good
load balancing (high granularity ratio) and overhead for instance due to large overlap factor (low granularity
ratio). The optimal granularity ratio depends on the model, typical values range from about 4 to 32. An ex mple
for dynamic load-balancing through the use of on-demand assignment of tasks is the Pixel-planes 5 system [46].
In Pixel-planes 5, the tasks are 80 128x128 pixel regions that are assigned to the next available rasteriser module.
Interleaving
Interleaving is a static technique that is frequently used in rasterisers to decrease the sensitivity to uneven spatial
object distributions. In general, the screen is subdivided into regions, e.g. pixels, scan lines, sets of scan lines,
sets of pixel columns, or rectangular blocks. Among n processors, each processor is responsible for every n-th
screen region. The value n is known as the interleave factor. Since clustering of objects usually occurs in larger
screen regions and since every object typically covers several pixels, this technique will eliminate most load-
imbalances stemming from non-uniform distribution of objects. Interleaving makes it harder to exploit spatial
coherence as neighbouring pixels (or scan lines) are assigned to different processors. Therefore, the interleave
factor, i.e. the distance between pixels/scan lines assigned to the same processor, must be chosen carefully.
Several groups have explored various aspects of interleaving for parallel rasterisation, e.g. [47].
Adaptive scheduling
This technique tries to achieve balanced loading of all processors by assigning different number of tasks
depending on task size. For geometry processing this might mean to assign fewer objects to processors that are
receiving objects that will be tessellated very finely. In image-space schemes this means that processors are
assigned smaller pixel sets in regions with many objects, thus equalising the number of objects assigned to each
processor.
Adaptive scheduling can be performed either dynamically or statically. Dynamic adaptation is achieved by
monitoring the load-balance and if necessary splitting tasks to off-load busy processors. Such a scheme is
described in [48]: Screen regions are initially assigned statically to processors. If the system becomes
unbalanced, idle processors grab a share of the tasks of the busy processors.
Statically adaptive schemes attempt to statically assign rendering tasks such that the resulting work is distributed
evenly amongst all processors. Such schemes are either predictive or reactive. Predictive schemes estimate the
actual workload for the current frame based on certain model properties. Reactive schemes exploit inter-frame
coherence and determine the partitioning of the next frame based on the workload for the current frame, e.g.
[41].
Numerous rendering algorithms using adaptive load-balancing have been described. Most these methods operate
in two steps: First, the workload is estimated by counting primitives per screen regions. Then, either the screen is
subdivided to create regions with approximately equal workload or different number of fixed-sized regions
(tasks) are assigned to the processors.
Frame-parallel rendering
This is a straightforward method to use parallel processors for rendering. Each processor works independently on
one frame of an animation sequence. If there is little variation between consecutive frames, frames can be
assigned statically to processors as all processor tend complete their respective frame(s) in approximately the
same time. If processing time varies between frames, it is also possible to assign frames dynamically (on-
demand assignment). In either case, the processors are working on independent frames and no communication
between processors is required after the initial distribution of the model. Unfortunately, this approach is only
viable for rendering of animation sequence. It is not suitable for interactive rendering as it typically introduces
large latencies between the time a frame is issued by the application and when it appears on the screen.
The application programming interface (API) impacts how efficiently the strategies outlined above can be
implemented. Immediate-mode APIs like OpenGL or Direct3D do not have access to the entire model and hence
do not allow global optimizations. Retained-mode APIs like Phigs, Performer, OpenGL Optimizer, Java3D and
Fahrenheit maintain an internal representation of the entire model which supports partitioning of the model for
load-balancing.
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A.5. Data Distribution and Scheduling
In distributed memory architectures, e.g. clusters of workstations or message-passing computers, object data
must be sent explicitly to the processors. For small data sets, one can simply send the full data set to every
processor and each processor is then instructed which objects to use. This approach fails however for large
models either because there is not enough storage to replicate the model at every processor and/or the time to
transfer the model is prohibitive due to the bandwidth limitations of the network.
Therefore, most implementations replicate only small data structures like graphics state, e.g. current
transformation matrices, light source data, etc., and distribute the storage for large data structures, primarily the
object descriptions and the frame buffer.
For system using static assignment of rendering tasks object data have to be distributed only during the
initialisation phase of the algorithm. This makes it easy to partition the algorithm into separate phases that can be
scheduled consecutively.
For dynamic schemes data must be distributed during the entire process. Therefore processors cannot
continuously work rendering objects but must instead divide their available cycles between rendering and
communicating with other processors. Such an implementation is described in [49]: The system implements a
sort-middle architecture where each processor works concurrently on geometry processing and rasterisation, i.e.
producing and consuming polygons. The advantage is that only a small amount of memory must be allocated for
polygons to be transferred between processors. Determining the balance between polygon transformation
(generation) and polygon rasterisation (consuming) is not obvious. However, [49] states that the overall system
performance is fairly insensitive to that choice.
